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Introduction
one morning, after I moved to Sedona, AriE arly
zona, and recovered from ill health, I was awak-

ened by words swirling within me. I took pen to paper and wrote the words exactly as I heard/felt them.
As I wrote, shimmering triangles danced onto the
paper, and I felt a cadence of love.
I came to understand that the sacred words I was
given, is the Light Language of the Akashic Records.
Today, I am asked to share them with the world
to help humanity shed their cover of darkness and
awaken to the light and love of God.
The English language, in its present grammatical
form, keeps our minds susceptible to control or social conditioning. Social conditioning uses shame
and guilt behaviors to lock our minds into a hypnotic trance of mediocrity. When our mind dominates,
we only hear their voice. Our heart and soul remain
silent. Without our heart soul connection, we live robotically controlled by others without the light and
love of God and our soul.

You will notice that the words of Light Language do
not follow each rule for English grammar. The majority of the English language speaks to our minds.
On the other hand, Light Language is the language
of the dimensions of love and light. Light Language,
by its nature, speaks to our heart and soul and will
help re-establish their connection that God intended
for humanity. The split between our hearts and souls
will repair. Our soul heart connection will bestow
upon us unlimited happiness and joy by the grace of
God.

Spiritual Directive to Lois Hollis

Today we need to hear the messages within Light
Language. Humanity is unaware of the evils and
darkness placed upon them. Lois, you are our spokesperson to tell them. The darkness of negativity was
put upon humanity to delay its evolution. Shame
and guilt are the demons of society that skillfully
infiltrated our earth presence, and we became their
victims. They shattered our truth and connection to
love and the Lord God.
It is up to us to say no to this force silently imposed
upon us. However, we must first recognize that
shame and guilt are our enemies, and we do not use
their behavior to ourselves or others.
“Shame and guilt are not ours to
own or to give.” Lois Hollis
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Reading One

T

he spirit of the wind talks to my soul as it glistens within the framework of love. It talks to my
shadow of the green within the forgotten places of
the earth.
Within the establishment of peace one knows only
of the hardships of life. Within the chosen places of
matter is the true song of joy that takes us within the
storage house of pure undivided love.
Within the place of reason is the place of joy and
within each house there is the kingdom of peace that
glows within each kingdom of reason.
For it is love that is the bounty of peace and within
this peace is the guardian of the soul that has taken
itself further into the dance of time.
Now is the time that the joy will come and bless each
fiber of our being. Along came the joy within each
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soul but no one could hear its music. The dance of the
species is the goldenness of time that will come only
when there is the peace of the giving and the walk of
life.
Today the stars talk their music and sing their
songs and each heart awakens in the dismal
parts of the night sky. Today is the wilderness of peace that only asks of itself to follow
within the dream of things.
The dancing and the singing is the walks of time and
within the glowing is the place of the species that
walks within the time of things. It is not the matter
of the talking but rather of singing of the dancing
that fills each heart with love.
The totality of joy is the glistening of reason that talks
within the night to bring us each day of wisdom. Tomorrow is only a reflection of times that have gone
by and within each dance of time is the flowing particles of love.
Today only is the place of the reason of the truth garnishes within each wisdom of soul. Tomorrow never
happens until the day turns to night and within each
moment of the day is the particles of tomorrow that
join within the heavens to make time our friend.
Now each particle of truth gains entry way to the
wisdom of the free world and within each particle of
truth lies the abundance of wisdom that dances within each freedom of soul. Today glistens the night and
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beauty abounds within the reason of each love of the
moment of time that will come only when the love of
the moment interacts we the peace of the night.
Each moment here is the clarity of wisdom that
dances until time stands still and each moment is the
place of the time that has come to bless our following within each space of time. We dance humbly and
within each other’s arms to bring the peace of the
universe within each heart of joy.
We can only dance within the species of love and tonight we will only see the places of reason. And yet
shame and guilt have come into the love of the wishes and drowned each particle of truth. Along came
its destruction and voided out our joy.
Today is the resurrection of the species that knows
only the time of love and will garnish each pledge
of loyalty to the granting of love within
the peace of each moment.
The destruction was heavy but nothing
can dispel the spirit of love. For only
only without the shame and guilt of
the species can revive the joy within
the universe. Nothing will ever destroy
love but it has been covered by the demons of darkness so we cannot find ourselves of love.
Today Lois will bring open the doors of love to furnish the night of shame to retract itself to follow the
one and only love of the moment and of the species.
3
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It is of God to dance and sing the love poems of truth
and sing the singing of the love. Truth honors the
soul and nothing will destroy the prison that the soul
has put itself within.
We will erect our being as is now told by the kingdom
of light. It has been declared around the universe to
love and joy each other. But shame and guilt remains
upon ones heart of joy and
how does the species survive.
It is now noted that all will
come upon the new world and
the disgrace of time will no
longer exist in the bowels of the descended beings
that have brought the darkness of the night upon
each soul.
Lois go forward with the truth of this and all is enlighten within you. It has been now chosen for you
to speak and speak openly about the shame and the
guilt for all those to hear. And yes they will speak
unto you to find out more of the dispenses of unknown peace.
No one will interrupt you and you are to be given
this time only to speak by yourself. For no one has
the words that you have and you must be alone in
the talking for no one can speak these words for you
and you alone can only dance this time in this place
and this particular function that is rewarding you for
your presence here upon this earth of yours.
4
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Go forward with this mission and you are being
blessed and cared for. For it is your light that they
seek unknowingly and block all presence that is not
of your liking. Now is the time for you in the distance of the future that you have waited to start your
fame and game of love
It will be taught and greeted so be ready to receive
and goldenness of this appointment must be seen
through your eyes of love and dance within the kingdom of the graces that share within each particle of
time.
No more of the wailing within the walls of untruth
for the dancing can only sing its dance within the
halls of love and joy.
We glisten within you and speak to you as if we are
one and only dance to sing. But perhaps your earthly
self cannot absorb all our mastery at one time. So we
speak sporadically as you would say and we all win
the dance of peace and love.
It is your time now to spread out your wings and fly
the divine light of peace without shame and guilt.
You will master it all and we will make sure that your
heaven agrees with your earth. Each particle of time
is now ordains to hear your wishes and grant your
desires that float upon each obstacle to love
that can be found.
You will raise up the earth of you and within
each time of yourself your raising will be the
5
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blessing of peace and love that goes forward within
the winds of time. No more of the distrust and the
unloved for beauty has now spoken unto you and you
will dance only within this peace of joy.
Be harken to these words of love for they will guide
you and you alone to these dances. Then other will
follow you. You must make this distinction for your
voice of these words timing cannot be interrupted or
challenged in anyway. No one can alter your words
that come from the magic of your soul. Be in the
rhythm of this time and the blessings will flow only
when the joy and the love to meet themselves.
All has been provided for you and the dancing and
the singing will last only forever
of the time. Time will be yours
to have and to hold within the
music of your soul that dances
with the winds of love and peace.
We grant you the wishes of the
moment and the time will dance
within you as if you were time
itself and merging with the grace of the day and the
night will flow as if you have finally accepted this
place of love for your only self.
The decree has been said the each moment will talk
within itself and the glowing will only continue
within you until it can be spread within others. They
cannot reach you yet but the more that you speak the
less the distance becomes. In time and soon they will
6
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be a place in time that these moments will dance and
song for others. It is so written within us and the
book of time that all matters of the heart sing this
dance and love their song of true beauty.
Along came the obstacles that cannot
no longer sing in the darkness that
hurts your soul and ravishes your
mind. It is will be this time of
the peace and the penance will
no longer be needed. We circle
within this time frame and know
and bring what you are bring forth
to honor each particle of time and love and bring on
this beauty of the earth plane.
No one is forgotten to love it is only the joy that has
stopped ringing within the hearts of love. But fear
not because love is always here that takes away the
fears and the distrusts of being. Love is the beauty
of the universe and it talks to us in truth and joy and
blesses all that is of the God universe and we can
spread the love within its own kingdom as if there is
an everlasting supply.
The demons of darkness cannot damage love they
can only stop us the humans from using our love to
flow evenly among the tree tops of wisdom.
All is so ordained and Lois we are with you to spread
our message and be at peace and love and do not let
the demons of darkness tarnish your existence. We
are here to protect your behaviors and ways and do
7
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not ever not know that we exist only to guide protect and love you always as each moment unfolds its
beauty unto you. 02/07/2020
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Reading Two

T

he love inside us is growing upon the window of
love. Towards is the circle of dreams that dances
within itself. No more of the complaining of the life
that does not exist. For in the place of the unknown
is the jewel of the present.
Today we live in the extremes of things. No more of
this and no more of that. But the abundance of life
craves to be lived. The sunset is merely the dawn of
creation settling within itself. The cycle is the cycle
of good and bad that has to burn its way off into the
dust of the night.
Much more can be said about the life of the human
but it is not understood to the fullest because time
ran out of the place of the knowing.
Perhaps the division of life took upon itself to be witnessed in the freedom of the light and today is only
the song that sings the remains of time. The glisten-
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ing waters of life give us the dreams of tomorrow and
the place of the riches flow immediately to us.
Transcending light is the jewel of the wisdom that
flows continuously upon the seekers of love. Tomorrow is the dance of the riches that seems to give us
the peace of love.
Tomorrow seems never to come but in the twilight of
darkness is the reason for the existence of love that
furnishes us with the wisdom of the
glorious time of creation.
The time has come to see its beauty and the reason
that life exists at all. Tomorrow is the rose bud of
greatness and the sea of content that visits us often.
We are in the rose bed of love furnishing us love and
joy and purpose but perhaps we have not learned to
sing the song of goodness and Godness.
However, we will learn to love and joy and witness
all of creation that flows within itself the place of the
seeking now downing the place of the reason and the
fact of the love will come equally present. Today is
today and tomorrow is tomorrow. The leaves of love
are here and there and we can eat of the fruit that
bears our wisdom.
The frontage of love is the extraction of the reason
that life began at all. The doorway of the opening is
the sea of wisdom that dances and plays the music of
our soul.
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Tomorrow is the dance of time that lays
witnessing itself to see the beauty of love
that once was. The candlestick of love
brings the light upon us all.
We are in the witnessing of joy that is
transparent to the jewels of the universe.
The clarity of wisdom knows only love
and to be steadfast in its army of joy.
The today is our moment we must live it with grace
and the jewel of creation everlasting upon the grief
that brought us into the desolation of the falseness
of life.
The truth wins over the sadness of lives and see it as
the beauty that once was. The abandonment of the
life is the seas of discontent that have been brought
to us by the demons of darkness.
Let’s talk about the demons of darkness. They live
they thrive within the reality of light. Yes they use
the light for the existence of themselves.
To conquer them one must avoid them and throw
them away into the trash of the universe. There is the
cycle now upon this earth of ours that wants to move
forward into the grace of the glistening and here is
the moment that this can and will happen.
We will not accept anything less. The demons of
darkness are now to crumb down into the cesspool
of the unknown seekers that have been guided by the
plagiarism of life.
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The anointing of souls is coming and with that anointing is the giving of life that shall span a million and
million of lives. Taken within each content of reality one must need not accept the words of Satan. The
devil has always been among us but must now fight
for its very existence.
We the people are its judge. We can and will defeat
the monster of the deep. It is told and retold many
times of the battle but no one knew it was coming.
At last my dear child the time is now and you must
speak of this knowledge is a way that is heard and
loved upon the masses.
So go it now the people
and tell them all is good
and the reason for the
desolation is the demons
of darkness.
It is provided for you and
why would it not be. The
fragility of time awaits
your message. And you will receive the openings that
you so justly need to continue on your path of enlightenment.
The seer is the bearer of good news that awaits the
spirit of wisdom that flows forth within the time of
you.
Take heed into the darkness and enlightened all.
02/08/2020
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The beauty of creation is unfolding before us in a way
that is different to the seeker. The alone itself is no
longer but in the groups of the love is flourishing.
Along came the joy and changed the way we feel and
upon its rise is the kingdom of the giving.
The light shines the demons away and the more we
take to our own light the more that the demons cannot have and misuse.
Light is effervescent the joy it brings is immeasurable to the seeker of love. Today is the day and live it
wisely for in each moment of time is the graciousness
of the Lord God who has come to give us the peace of
the joy that dances within the night of the region of
sin. To this time we give the lustfulness of love and
it will glisten to the everlasting peace of the joy that
furnishes the joy and lives the joy within the creation
of the human species.
Joy within the species is the reason for its creation.
And yes we are the vessels that carry the joy. So it was
made to honor the living parts of the
universe and the living is now and the
joy is present but the demons of darkness ate and ate up our joy. We are the
joy manufactures of the universe. So it
is told upon the mighty book of heaven.
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The joy will mingle in heaven when we can live it
here upon this place of earth that stands ready to receive it.
Love and joy is the reason for life that sits
upon us to tell us the story of the universe.
The universe can only grow and expand when we the humans embody the
joy and the love together. Love is the
growth and joy sustains its growth.
We can and will always remain faithful to the
light that brings the
love and makes the joy
to sustain the life of the
human.
The feelings of the human are
the carrier of the joy and we now
witness how the earth was formed.
The ounce can and the beauty is all the
reasons for life itself.
We must find our joy and live it constantly in the
regions of our hearts and souls. The frequency of
joy begins the life of the human and here upon the
rosebud of the seeker lies the dormancy of all living
within the universe.
Take heed of these stories because all must dully
come tomorrow as the present light gives us the joy
and the love to bring forth the life of the universe.
14
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We can only exist and thrive within the love of creation that uses the joy to expand and grow into more
love and light.
Love light and joy is what has created all life upon
the being that witness themselves as we grow into
the extinction of the reasons why we should not exist.
It is meaningless to believe that life can be changed
into the direction of the darkness. Life would cease
to exist if the love and the joy were taken away.
Hope is the forerunner that allows the human to live
their grace. The speedy remedy of life is now upon us
and you Lois my dear will tell others that love and
you creates life. And the demons of darkness takes it
away. 02/08/2020
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Reading Three
is with great happiness with love that we come
I ttogether
again this day of love. The mourning of

the world continues but we are here to give the blessings of truth. The world is now evolving within its
own kingdom of love. The recipients are now flying
to join each other in the dance of grace and joy.

The love that effervesces from itself is the reason for
life itself. The bringer of love tells us the joy has been
deposited upon this earth.
The everlasting endurance of love talks to itself in the
reasons of doubt and love is forever singing its song.
Tell us now of how the beauty intersects with love.
The frozenness of joy has now been released and it
now finds its own beauty of song. The rising of the
kingdom of which it has been found is the keys to the
wisdom of the world.
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Alone is now the earthquake of love that tempts itself
to explode into the kingdom of grace and points only
to itself. Now upon the dewdrop of morning is the
right of passage of love to each and every human that
sings the song of joyful embrace.
Along came the singer that dances in the sky to bring
upon each starlit dream that beauty now inhabits the
world.
The change has occurred and the earth is now the
beauty of the universe and all must follow now in its
design.
The changing of the guard from dark to light has
occurred to give freedom to each inhabitant. Along
came the evilness that darkened its
bliss but now the joy has cracked it
opened for all to see.
The coming of God within each of
us can now be seen and within each
heart the pieces of love is activated.
The good news is upon us for all to
hear and see and those of us need to
arise from the ashes of the deep to
partake of the love that it brings.
Oh such wonders we are here now to sing and dance
alongside our given right to bless all the kingdoms of
the world.
We have joined forces of love and beauty that will
arise only when we can partake of the love and joy
18
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that comes easily now within the
focus of love.
The truth is now awakened within
each of us to join and join with the
maidens of love and joy.
Perhaps we have forgotten how
to sing but the dance of love cometh anyway. In time the dance has
been seen and the glory of God and
self will recognize itself and beauty will be the only
dance that comes straight unto us all.
All the humans will dance the dance for it is their final call to come forward from the dust that has been
put upon this earth of ours.
Yes we have been given this earth to sing and dance
and play the music of our souls and with it we will
lift it further within the space of reason that allows
the freedom of love and joy to once again inhabit the
soul of ours.
Today is the dance of the kingdom that glows within the darkness of the truth of expression and the
journey here will live forever within the stars of the
world.
The truth is now singing and we are dancing within
the light that the darkness took from us.
The joy is heavenly and the dancing will always continue to embellish the souls that want to sing.
19
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The dark sky has been erased and the
joy cannot be seen and felt within all
hearts of the universe. Today the sky
has cracked open and we can now
see and know that the truth of the
world is the coming of the joy.
The remainder of time will always be as the world
turns within itself to be all that it was destined to be.
The long time has been now given to the earthly people to shine and shine against the truth of love.
The residues of the lust and discord are shaken from
the selves of us. It is the earthquake of love that has
now descended upon each of us.
The earthquake of love will now absorb the darkness
and we will be shaken into who we are to live the
dance of the freedom and joy that will always be because it always was.
So easily upon these joys and sing them to the world
that has awaited for its dream to be realized. In time
it will be noted when the cracks of the darkness allow
the freedom of the love to explode within each of us.
The turbulence of the love feeling will be difficult for
some to feel. It is a different song to sing but it is
possible for all to hear.
Leave your difficulties
within the frozenness of
fear and dance the songs
20
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that are being sung from the wisdom of your soul.
The souls of humanity are dancing
now to bring the joy that comes
within each of us. The truth is now
equated to all and the singing and
the dancing is here for all of us to
live.
Alongside came the demons of darkness but they
cannot hear the songs of love. They are frozen into
the ways of Satan and will never be able to sing the
songs of love. The demons are cast away into their
own fear and will be dissolved into the emptiness of
space. The demons were not ever made to dance the
songs of heaven but were allowed to test their talents
in the skies of love.
Along came the freewill dance that granted all to
happen upon this earth of ours and the universe became infected as well. The infection of greed and discord embedded itself into all that life had come upon.
It is in this infection of evil that ravished the earth
and destroyed our beingness to find the love and joy
that was given to all.
The test had been extended but no more is to be
granted. The Beings of the darkness have been not
rescued from themselves and they have been turned
into themselves and not able to be abolished. The
only way now is to extradite them to themselves and
21
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in time they will destroy themselves as the evil has
taken over them.
The insides of the lust and the darkness can destroy
the humanness without love. 02/13/2020
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Reading Four

T

aken now is the blessings of truth that tell us to
manage our lives within the joy of each and every moment. For within the moments the glistening
stars of joy talk to us and tell us to be happy and joyful for the presence of the Lord God is upon us.
The crying and wailing is not to be seen for in that
specific earth are the lost demons that failure has
been there for eternity. They will not see the light because it is not of theirs to have. They do not have right
to the light. They only to steal it from the star born.
Each demon has come to earth to devour light hoping
to get the magic that the human possess. They cannot
and will not ever have the light of God because they
are of Satan and Satan cannot have it either. So these
demons darken our light because they are jealous of
the lighted beings. They can only control the lighted ones when they darken their light. They laugh to
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them as if it is a joke to them but in reality it is death
to the star born ones.
Take heed of this scenario because much of it you
must teach. The shame and guilt are the devourers
of light as they sit side by side within each of us. We
can rid the demons of shame and guilt when we refuse to honor their requests of disempowerment and
dissolution.
It will be known now that you are the one to give the
peace and look forward to the daytime that grants
only the joy that comes from the heart of yours. The
time has come to visit in the darkness to bring the
light into the joys of the universe.
The darkness will be expelled and
the darkness will cease to exist.
Time will only redeem itself when light turns the
darkness around to enmesh within each of us.
It is up to the self to find their light. The judging way
kills the inside. The bleak blackness is the feelings of
the body that hate the self and needs to hear and feel
the other parts of self. Now the two are together.
One must be skillful in ridding the demons away
from the persons of light. They eat and feast upon the
light and will continue until we cast them out. Each
person must stand up to the demons of darkness as
they are called shame and guilt.
01/18/2020
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Reading Five
oday beckons me to be upon the grace of God as I
T flow
within the framework of love. The stillness

of the earth beckons its relentless giving of truth.

Until now the grace of God has flourished among its
own kingdom of darkness but at last the end of the
darkness is upon us to bask at least now in the sunlight of our dreams.
No more of the gifts not given. For in the light of
truth domination is the giver of the freedom of joy
that dances to the rhythm of the stars.
It is now go sunshine into the midst of the unknown.
For in thee treasured moments of peace life will begin again.
It is now spoken within the echo of love to transcend
all that is said to be untouchable. The stars dance
and the kingdom of love has power over everything
within in itself.
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Long standing grief comes upon us now to be washed
away. The particles of desire spring upon each
and every one of us as the dust of unrest
breezes off of us.
The desires of love and joy take precedent
to enable all of us to surrender our grief
upon the mighty altar of bliss. The
noise that is often heard within each
treetop of desire is the candle within the wind
that takes itself upon itself to blow out the darkness
of evil intent.
The shores of love show us our sins of discontent and we further rise within the kingdom
of love. The graciousness of spirit is upon us
now and we can merely drink its essence as it
flows within our human form.
Much love is now given to all of us as we dance and
dance the song of freedom.
Look upon these times as the portrait of love in motion that is not seen or felt by the masses of humanity.
The few will seed the earth of ours and from it will
blossom to the treetops of wisdom.
Each particle of truth now owns its own creation
and the giver of peace and joy and love is merely at
our doorstep.
Along came the darkness to be transmuted into the
giver of the light. It is in each of us to transmit the
darkness into light. The beings of us are now arising
26

to accomplish this task and the mighty of us will be
the first.
We are the transformer of the light and we are now
called upon to do our job of anointing the presence
with our light.
We will succeed because the universe is ready for our
transmission of grace and love and peace that will
be adopted by the masses in the time of their own
choosing.
Do not wrestle with the dungeons of the earth. For
in the light anointing all those presences were disappeared and water of the warmth pour over the ice of
darkness.
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It is in the bible of love that
the turning of the earth is
now upon us to be reckoned
with and the spirit of truth
and love is always at our sides to accomplish the great
feats of humanity.
Go into the service of humanity and from it will be
the transfixation of the peace upon mankind. Go
spread your seeds of love and graciousness and the
pity of the world will disappear.
It is in this anointing of the species that life will
change from the darkness to the light.
You are sent here to spread these light seeds so life of
humanity can blossom into its original place. Long
lasting love is forever given to those of the light as
they come upon each day with the lighting rod of
themselves.
It is so decreed and honored that you be the light to
gather all that is available to disperse upon the kingdom of darkness.
There is a settling of the darkness now into the corner of hiding and each particle of light joins together
to embrace all darkness to transmute itself into light.
The darkness only
light turned within itself and the darkness
can also turn itself
into light. All is possi28
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ble because God has made the universe to selfheal
upon its own darkness of lies.
The long standing grief is just the turning inward of
the soul that could not see itself in the bleak night of
despair. Only the constraints of grief can hold a soul
in its own prison of discontent.
The grief and the shame hold tight to the inverted
love patterns within us. The release of the prison will
be when the shame and the greed are no longer given
the place of honor to reset within our souls.
All is accomplished easily to free the human from
the sacrifice of doom that he has enjoyed and played
with for most of eternity.
The tides must change now. 04/17/2020
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Dear Readers,
Experience my other products that help guide you to self-love and awaken
the divinity of soul. Now is the time to reconnect your heart and souls.
“Every therapist told me to love myself.
Lois showed me how and it was easy.”
Five Hundred Questions Have One Answer e-book.
Illustrates the dominance of shame and guilt within our lives.
Now is the Time Light Language Poetry
Emotional Revolution=Evolution Revolutionary information that
shatters conventional thoughts of shame and guilt. It provides ways to
release deeply rooted negativity.
Soul Mirror Cards are sentences of Light Language Poetry to awaken your
soul and heart.
Out of Discord Into Harmony Video takes place in the unconscious mind
to illustrate how the shame/guilt of negative emotions cover your power
and passion. Interview and testimonies included.
Lois Hollis
156 Johnson Hill Drive
Waynesville, NC 28786
1 (928) 254-9552
www.loishollis.com
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Lois Hollis, RN, BSN, Rev.,
ushers in a new paradigm of selfesteem, healing, and evolution
for humanity. Born in 1943, Lois’
trailblazer spirit and life journeys
gave her the initiative to be a
shame/guilt educator, counselor,
and filmmaker.
Lois informs us that shame and
guilt social conditioning lock us
into a hypnotic trance. Therefore, we listen to our minds.
Our heart and soul remain silent. Without our heart soul
connection, we live robotically controlled by others without
the light and love of God and our soul.
In her newest book, she shares her Light Language
spirit readings. We need the spiritual words of Light
Language to help us reconnect with our hearts and souls.
Light Language, by its nature, speaks not to our mind but our
heart and soul. It will awaken us from the enforced trance of
mediocrity.
Now is the time to reunite our emotional and spiritual
selves. Our world is turning its dark negativity to light, love,
and joy. Today is our once in a lifetime opportunity to reclaim
our spiritual, emotional, physical, and mental heritage
bestowed upon humanity at the moment of creation.
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